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What Dryer Will Enhance
Your Operation?
See Obermeyer Agri Group’s experienced staff for
our large selection of dryers. We have the dryer to
fit your specific need.
Service School
Provided For
All New Dryer
Owners

SQ8

MC LOW PROFILE

SQ40

Ask About
Remote Dryer
Monitoring

MC 10’ TOWER

MEYER 1,000 - 2,650

BROCK 3,000 - 10,000
NECO

Customer Spotlight
			

Progress in Pictures.
Start to Finish.

Bill Smith | Rushville, Indiana

Ted Holland | St. Paul, Indiana
Ted Holland, along with his sons Kyle and Matt,
had a vision of a new grain system. They were
drying with two older batch dryers and an in bin
fan heater. With their expanding corn acreage the
drying system was not meeting their needs.
In 2007, they purchased a Brock 48’-13 ring bin
and built it at a new location with plans to expand.
June 3rd of 2008, a tornado did extensive damage
to the new bin. We repaired the bin prior to harvest. Holland’s filled the bin with a 91’ transport
auger with plans on a future bucket elevator. In
2011 we erected the second 48’-13 ring bin. Even
though we had a drought in 2012 Holland’s started
plans for a new drying system built around the two
48’ bins. In 2013 we erected a Brock 36’-14 ring
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wet bin, a 115’ discharge 8,500 BPH bucket
elevator with an incline drag conveyor, a 10’x10’
support tower with stairs, a Brock SQ 40 dryer,
a 15’ overhead load out with super structure, and
a Brock 6” air system dumping into a dual swing
set distributor.
Ted’s dream became a reality and now they
have room to expand around a high capacity
grain system.
It has been a pleasure working with Ted over
the years and being a part of helping enhance
his operation.

YES! We build all sizes!
Randy Doll

BRUCE NETHERLY

Brock 21’x7
Ring Bin

Brock 21’8
Ring Bin

OUR MOTTO IS

“BIG or SMALL
WE DO IT ALL!”
No matter what size
project you have planned,
don’t hesitate to
contact us.

SQ8 Brock
Centrifugal Fan
& AC Drives on
Unload Auger

1976 Beard
Batch Dryer w/
High Speed Fan

BRUCE ANDERSON
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Standards For
Steel Bin Safety
Butler introduced the concept of steel bin storage
in 1908. Most of the early bins were 12’ or 14’ in
diameter. It is estimated that more than 750,000
steel grain bins have been built in the United States
in the last 75 years. It is unknown how many of
these are still in use. In recent years the industry
has erected between 10,000 and 16,000 steel bins
per year. Today there are approximately 23 billion
bushels of total grain storage in the United States.
The number of grain bin collapses has increased
each year. Bins built 40 years ago were not designed
for today’s grain handling demands. They were not
designed for 60 pound test weight corn or to be turned frequently.
Unload capacity was typically at 1,000 – 2,500 BPH not at the 4,500 BPH plus rate of today.
Many bins have not been properly cared for or maintained well over the years. This leads to premature failure.
When a bin splits people can be engulfed in grain and as a result have a loss of life. Grain can flow out over a large
area from the bin depending on the height of the grain in the bin. An example of grain height of 70’ can spill out
over an area up to 200 feet.
One report indicates that 40% of bin collapses were bins 26 or more years old. We have seen several bins with pin
holes in the sidewall sheets from out of condition corn eating thru the galvanize. Some bins have uneven settlement in
foundations and tanks are leaning. Many tanks are not properly anchored or missing anchor brackets. Concrete, in
some, is deteriorating or showing major cracks. We have repaired several larger stiffened bins because of rusting away
of the stiffeners due to not cleaning grain away from the stiffeners or stiffener fatigue due to settlement of the concrete.
Remember on a stiffened bin the stiffener carries the sidewall load not the bin sheets. It is critical that the stiffeners are
in good condition. Another factor on steel bins is uneven forces caused by unloading from an intermediate well when
the center well plugs. Steel bins are designed to handle equal pressure in one direction.
We have been building bins for 44 years, so this is a safety concern that weighs on our minds and needs to be
something every farmer is conscious of.
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Bill’s Corner
We are very fortunate to sell many of these

of you in helping us achieve these awards.

projects and we have another exciting year in

2013 marked our 30th year in business.

process. Unfortunately, the polar vortex kept

How time flies!

us from getting as much work done as early
as I would have liked.

We also recently purchased a Link Belt 90
ton crane to be able to lift and reach the large

What a fall and winter! We came off a very
busy year in 2013 and a very long harvest

We have rounded out our dryer line with

bucket elevators and towers we are presently

season. Our first dryer start-up was in Au-

NECO. NECO mixed flow dryers are col-

installing. This crane has a 140’ main boom

gust and we were still drying corn in January.

umn dryers that have air flows in the counter

and a 50’ jib. We are now able to work at up

Many dryers did not operate in 2012 and

and concurrent directions. The dryer is a

to four locations at one time with our boom

were not pre-seasoned in the summer for a

screenless dryer and is of a modular design.

trucks and cranes.

long hard drying season. I would strongly

The dryer design gives you flexibility of mul-

encourage you to do a grain dryer pre-season.

tiple temperature zones and has the ability to

It helps eliminate potential problems and if

steep or sweat.

there is a problem, it gives us time to perform
the repairs. Remember your crunch time

We have attended Mathews (MC) service

in the fall is also ours. Downtime is very

school and also NECO. We will be attending

expensive.

Brock/Meyer training sessions in June.
We received a special award from Brock

As we moved into the winter months we had

Manufacturing this winter. We were the

a very high activity of bids for 2014. Many

5th largest sales volume dealer in the United

of these involved a major renovation of a

States. We were also in the top ten with Sweet

grain system or a whole new ground up site.

Manufacturing. A big thanks goes out to all

Falmouth elevator

From The Office
We have recently updated our website at www.obermeyeragrigroup.com. Be sure to check it out. On the

website you can view the latest equipment in our used equipment line. Also, now on the website are customer video
testimonials and project videos. Be sure to watch these videos to see projects we are working on and what people are
saying about us.

What do you do with your old waste oil?

OAG would be interested in taking it off your hands. If you have used oil you would like to discard, give us a call!
Employee safety continues to be a top priority for us at OAG. We are committed to holding weekly safety

meetings that cover a range of various topics. Safety meetings are a key part of a safety awareness program.
Safety meetings are also one of the best methods to motivate workers to get safety out of the classroom and into
the field. We recently held a three day training to get all of our employees certified in first-aid and CPR. It is a
great comfort knowing our employees on the jobsite have this training.

Recently awarded 5th

in United States and Top Ten

Grain Dryer Pre-Season
The unusually cool and rainy spring
delayed farmers in getting their crops in
the ground this year which may lead to a
wet harvest.
Let us help make sure your equipment is
ready for that harvest by performing our
pre-season service. Our qualified service
2014 Super B Dryer
Preseason Cost Breakdown

Super B / Brock Equipment:
AS300-600..................................$250
AS800..........................................$260
AS1000-1500..............................$325
S250V/C-S500V/C....................$275
S625C..........................................$300
S750C-S1200C...........................$325
SD185V-500V, SQ8-20..............$280
SD750C-1200C, SQ24-40.........$325
Meyer Dryer...............................$450

This newsletter replaces the
annual preseason letter.
Schedule your service today!

team is ready to give you that peace of mind.
Schedule your pre-season service before
July 31 by calling (812) 663-4020, faxing
(812) 663-4283.
Services scheduled after July 31, 2014 will
be 10% higher than prices shown.
Standard pre-season maintenance does

not include any additional parts or labor
required above the normal
maintenance service.
Dryer charges are for dryers within a
50 mile radius of Greensburg, Indiana.

2014 MC Dryer
Preseason Cost Breakdown

2014 Farm Fans
Preseason Cost Breakdown

MC Equipment:
CF320, T2030.............................$265
CF420..........................................$335
CF520, T2850.............................$310
CF620C, CF720.........................$350
CF730, T2440.............................$350
CF820, T2850.............................$360

Farm Fans Equipment:
AB8, 12, 120, 180, 250...............$265
AB350—AB500..........................$335
CF/AB150, 190, 270, 320..........$310
CF/AB400—CF410...................$350
CF/SA320-CF/SA410................$350
500H, E, J, and 650M................$360
C-Series Dryers..........................$425
Fan/Heater Inspection..............$150
Air System Inspection...............$225

If your model is not listed, please contact us
with your information.

